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La depression du Barkal occupe une position centrale dans Ie systeme des bassins

de la zone du rift du Baikal. Elle correspond au point de depart de I'ouverture de la litho
sphere. Pour diverses raisons, la structure interne du bassin du lac Baikal est longtemps
restee inconnue. Dans cette publication, nous presentons pour la premiere fois des don
nees concernant la structure de la serie sedimentaire du fond du lac, donnees qui ont ete
obtenues en interpretant des sections sismiques et des donnees structurales acquises
principalement de 1989 a 1992.

Une breve description des profils sismiques les plus interessants fournit une idee
qenerale de la serie sedimentaire. Une interpretation structurale detatllee est presentee;
elle montre les relations entre les failles actives du lac, les anomalies du flux thermique et
I'hydrothermalisme recent.
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ABSTRACT

The Baikal depression occupies a central position in the system of
the basins of the Baikal Rift Zone and corresponds to the nucleus from
which the continental lithosphere began to open For different reasons,
the internal structure of the Lake Baikal basin remained unknown for a
long time. In this article, we present for the first time a synthesis of the
data concerning the structure of the sedimentary section beneath Lake

Baikal, which were obtained by complex seismic and structural investi
gations, conducted mainly from 1989 to 1992.

We make a brief description of the most interesting seismic profiles
which provide a rough idea of a sedimentary unit structure, present a
detailed structural interpretation and show the relationship between
active faults in the lake, heat flow anomalies and recent hydrotherma
lism.

Keywords: Seismic surveys, Sedimentary section, Active Faults,
Geothermal heat flow, Thermal anomalies, Baikal Region.
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INTRODUCTION

The geological and geophysical processes involved in the
formation of the Baikal rift zone have been reviewed by
LOGATCHEV (1993), For many years, investigations concentrated
on the observation of the geological structure of the lake
shores, its islands and peninsulas, Fault zones were extrapo
lated beneath the lake level from one shore to another,
Kinematic models of the rift basin opening which were based
on these interpretations of the fault pattern (e.q. BALLA et al.,
1991) are therefore questionable,

Single- and multi-channel seismic investigations in Lake
Baikal provide a better insight into the tectonic structure of the
underwater parts of the depression, These data allowed to
trace active fault zones from one shore to another more pre
cisely, This in turn better constrains the kinematic models of rift
basin opening, This paper only deals with the results of single-
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channel seismic investigations, It describes the most important
profiles and the results of detailed field structural investigations
on the lake shores, It presents, for the first time, the map of
active faults of the Baikal depression,

1, - SEISMIC REFLECTION EXPERIMENTS
IN LAKE BAIKAL

Seismic reflection investigations of the upper sedimentary
section of the Lake Baikal depression have been undertaken
since 1977 by several research groups, using different me
thods and equipment.

The first seismic investigations of Lake Baikal were con
ducted in 1977-1982 by geophysicists from the Moscow
University and the Institute of Oceanology, Russian Academy
of Sciences (RAS), They were mostly concentrated at the north
of Lake Baikal (Fig, 1A), using single-channel seismic profiling
with a "Sparker" source, and "Aquamarine" analogue recording
system. The seismic source had a frequency of 60 - 100 Hz,
penetrating 1000-1500 metres of sediments. The profiles exe
cuted during these years are of poor quality, but they were the
only ones before the new investigations of 1989, The first strati
graphic and structural interpretation of these seismic profiles
was made by NIKOLAEV et el. (1985). The results were further
used to highlight the Neogene history of development of the
Baikal depression (NIKOLAEV, 1985; 1987; GARETSKY et al., 1988;
VASILYEV et el., 1989),

In 1989, a new series of seismic lines was shot on the initia
tive of the Limnological Institute, Siberian Branch, Russian
Academy of Sciences (SB RAS), the Geological Institute RAS,
and the Hamburg University (Germany), They investigated the
southern and central basins of Lake Baikal, while the northern
basin remained poorly known (Fig, 1B), A total of 1300 km of
single channel reflection seismic profiles were acquired, using
three air guns with a total of 4 litres and a spacing of one metre
between adjacent guns, A single-channel two-sectional mini
streamer with a total length of 50 metres was used as a recei
ver, The depth of penetration was about 1500 metres, The
description of the experiment and the preliminary results are
given in WONG et el. (1990) and NIKOLAEV (1990),

In 1990-1992, single-channel seismic surveys were per
formed by the United Institute of Geology, Geophysics and
Mineralogy (UIGGM) SB RAS involving the Institute of the
Earth's Crust SB RAS, Seismic lines were shot in order to fill the
existing gaps and to cover the Northern Baikal basin by a more
or less uniform grid (Fig. 1C), An air gun with an operating
chamber of 3 litres and a frequency of 200 Hz was used in
1990 and 1991, In 1992, some of the profiles were acquired
with the former source, and some with an impulse pneumatic

FIGURE 1

Location maps of the seismic profiles acquired in the Lake Baikal:

A - 1977-1982 by Moscow State University, Institute of the Earth's Crust SB RAS and Institute of Oceanology RAS;

B - 1989 by University of Hamburg, Geological Institute RAS and Limnologicallnstitute SB RAS;

C - 1990-1992 by United Institute of Geology, Geophysics and Mineralogy SB RAS and Institute of the Earth's Crust SB RAS;

D - 1989 and 1992 by Institute of Oceanology RAS, Limnological Institute SB RAS and US Geological Survey (Woods Hole),
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source, with a signal operating frequency of 80-100 Hz and a
gun chamber of 3 litres This allowed to penetrate 400-1000
metres of sediments.

In the summers of 1989 and 1992, about 3700 km of high
resolution seismic profiles (Fig. 1D) were shot jointly by the
Institute of Oceanology RAS, Limnologicallnstitute SB RAS and
the US Geological Survey (Woods Hole). These last experi
ments were carried out in the framework of a major project aim
ing at the reconstruction of the Ouaternary environmental and
climatic changes that affected Lake Baikal (COLEMAN et et.,
1996). They aimed to define the location of boreholes to be
drilled near Buguldeika and in the Academician Ridge by the
Baikal Drilling Project (Baikal Drilling Project, 1993).

In 1989, 1500 km of multichannel seismic reflection profiles
were acquired by the Institute of Oceanology RAS, jointly with
the Institute of Limnology SB RAS and processed by the US
Geological Survey (Woods Hole). They used a 24-channel
piezoseismograph cable of 1200 metres, low-frequency pneu
matic source with a 17-litre chamber and digital recording.
These profiles had a limited resolution, aiming at imaging the
deep sedimentary section and the crystalline basement
(HUTCHINSON et el., 1993).

In 1992, a new multichannel seismic survey was conducted
by the US Geological Survey, jointly with the Institute of
Oceanology RAS More than 2200 km of profiles were acquired
in the Selenga delta- Posolsky Bank area and in the
Academician Ridge accommodation zone. A 96-channel
piezoseismograph cable of 2400 metres was used, with a 10
chamber pneumatic source of 27 litres and digital recording.
This last piece of equipment allowed a greater depth to be
reached with higher resolution (SCHOLZ et el., 1993; KAZMIN et
el., 1995).

Most of these existing profiles were provided to the Earth's
Crust Institute (SB RAS) through the courtesy of their owners,
for the investigation of the tectonic structure of the Baikal sedi
mentary basin.

2. - BRIEF INTERPRETATION OF SOME SELECTED
SEISMIC LINES

The seismic records from different experiments are used
here to investigate the structure of the Baikal basin. The most
illustrative profiles for tectonic analysis are discussed (location
in Figure 1A-D). The main geographical and structural features
quoted in this study, as well as Lake Baikal subdivisions, are
given on Figures 2,3, 5 and 6.

2.1. SOUTH BAIKAL BASIN

A total of more than 30 seismic profiles were shot in the
South Baikal basin, mostly across the strike of its longitudinal
axis. Some of them merit a special consideration.

Profile 4 was acquired in 1989 by the Russian-German
expedition, in the western part of the south basin (Fig. 1B). This
is one of the few records which distinctly shows folding struc
tures in the stratigraphic section (PI.1). Three depositional
sequences are recognised in this area (NIKOLAEV, 1990;

HUTCHINSON et ai, 1992). The intermediate sequence is
deformed by NW-SE trending folds with up to 1 km amplitude
and 7-8 km wavelength. It is overlain by a thin undeformed
sequence attributed to the Middle Pleistocene-Holocene. Folds
with NW-trending axes are also described in the coal-bearing
beds of Miocene age (Tankhoy series) along the southern mar
gin of the South Baikal basin (VOROPINOV, 1961) and in the
Tunka basin (FLORENSOV, 1964). Their origin was first explained
by gravitational sliding of unconsolidated sediments along the
basin slopes. However, in that case, the folds should be dishar
monic, their axes should follow the orientation of the margins of
the basin and their axial surfaces should be tilted towards the
centre of the basin. On the basis of profile 4, the folded struc
tures are here related to a short-term tectonic inversion, with
horizontal principal compression in a NE-SW direction, parallel
to the longitudinal axis of the basin. Such inversion stages in
the development of rifting structures are common (e.g. in the
western branch of the East African rifting system: SANDER &
ROSENDAHL, 1989)

Another possible interpretation is that the formation of these
folds might be linked to strike-slip movements in the basement
Sinistral strike-slip movements in the South Baikal basin have
already been shown by SHERMAN & LEVI (1978), from field obser
vations. Thus, both explanations for the origin of these folds are
possible, but the authors are inclined to think that the second
one is the most likely.

Profile 17 of the 1989 Russian-German expedition crosses
the eastern part of the South Baikal basin in a NW-SE direction
(Fig. 1B). It shows several intense dislocation zones, separa
ting the stratigraphic section into several blocks (PI. 2). In the
southeastern part of the profile, the basement appears directly
at the lake floor and is downfaulted in a series of steps towards
the centre of the depression. The last narrow basement block
is covered by a sequence of a few tens of metres thick. A wide
tectonic block, composed of Cenozoic sediments, is displaced
to the northwest The sediments are deformed at the margins
of this block, and some intraformational unconformities are pre
sent In addition to subparallel boundary faults dipping to the
northeast, listric faults are seen in the internal part of the block.
A second large sedimentary block, similar to the first one, is
located at the foot of the northwest slope of the basin. The se
diments at the block margins are also deformed near the
boundary faults. Moreover, a giant landslide is distinctly traced
near the foot of the northwestern basin slope. The most
deformed sediments are situated along the axial fault in a 10
km wide zone. This suggests the importance of lateral move
ments in addition to vertical block movements.

Profiles 18 and 19 of the 1989 Russian-German expedition
(Fig. 1B) cross the basin from west to east and from the north
west to the southeast respectively. They illustrate the marginal
structure of the Selenga River delta (PI. 3-4). Normal faults,
often dipping to the southeast, are clearly seen in the upper
depositional sequence. The delta slope is to a great extent dis
membered by numerous channels and slumpings, suggesting
mass transports of river sediments by mudflows. In the western
part of Profile 19, lacustrine-type deposits overlie deltaic-type
deposits with a pronounced unconformity. Locally, no reflexions
are visible in the deltaic deposits, suggesting that they were
reworked by gravity sliding.

Profile H2 was acquired in 1990 by the Institute of Geology,
Geophysics and Mineralogy SB RAS, and the Institute of the
Earth's Crust SB RAS. It was shot transversally to the strike of
the South Baikal basin (Fig. 1C). The younger depositional
sequence progressively overlap older sediments, which out-
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crop at the bottom of the lake just in the northwestern part of
the profile (PI. 5). This indicates that the depositional area of the
South Baikal basin was wider in an earlier stage of develop
ment. The present depocenter is restricted to the southeastern
part of the basin, and is subsiding along a series of normal or
oblique-slip faults. These faults are expressed in the lake floor
by small scarps, located in the prolongation of the Posolsky
bank.

Profile H3 was acquired in 1991 by the same institutions,
along the axis of the South Baikal basin (Fig. 1C). The interpre
tation of seismic records of Profile H3, done by K.G. Levi and
SA Kashik is presented in Plate 6. In the southwestern part of
the profile, an intrabasinal graben is filled with sediments
attributed to the Miocene-Early Pliocene Tankhoy series. The
latter are overlain by a superficial lacustrine sequence of pre
sumably Late Pliocene-Quaternary age, characterized by high
ly continuous subparallel reflexions. In the northeastern part of
the profile, erosion surfaces can no longer be observed and
the sediments are disturbed by normal faults, often of listric
type. At the northeastern extremity of the profile, the lacustrine
deposits abruptly terminate against the deltaic deposits of the
Selenga River delta. In addition, two large lenticular bodies of
deformed sediments attributed to the Pliocene-Quaternary
sequence are found in the middle of the basin (PI. 7-8). They
most likely correspond to tectonic uplifts, situated along the
supposed western prolongation of the Posolsky bank.

2.2. CENTRAL BAIKAL BASIN

The Central Baikal basin was not as intensively studied by
single-channel profiling as the South Baikal basin. The sedi
ments did not undergo prominent folding deformation. A good
representation of the sedimentary section and basin structure
can be obtained from single channel profile 25 and 28 of the
1989 Russian-German survey (Fig. 1B).

Profile 25 was acquired along the axis of the Central Baikal
basin. It shows a horizontal sedimentary section deformed by
numerous intrabasinal faults (PI. 9). These faults seem of
oblique-slip type, transverse to the axis of the basin. The pre
sence of a strike-slip component is suggested by the bending
of reflectors near the fault planes. Most faults do not pierce the
surface sediments. In the northeast part of the profile, the base
of the observable sedimentary section is strongly deformed
and the continuity of the reflections is lost. The fault planes
appear vertical in the profile, or tilted to the northeast. This pro
file also shows variation in sedimentary thickness along the
strike of the basin. From SW to NE, at least three depressions
separated by small uplifts can be distinguished. These struc
tures are similar in both their dimensions and fault patterns.

Another typical feature of the Central Baikal basin is that it
actually consists of two subparallel NNE-trending grabens: the
Priolkhon graben on the northwestern side and the Selenga
Chivyrkui graben on the southeastern side. This is illustrated in
Profile 28 (PI. 10), which crosses the central basin at the lati
tude of the Olkhon Gate (Fig. 1B). The profile also shows a
large listric fault, along which the Selenga-Chivyrkui graben is
down thrown by more than 150 metres in relation to the
Priolkhon graben. From acoustic character alone, the Selenga
Chivyrkui graben seems presently more active. The sedimen
tary complex is weakly disturbed by faults in the Priolkhon
graben whereas tectonic deformations are clearly visible along
the margins of the Selenga-Chivyrkui graben.

The southeastern border of the Central Baikal basin has
subsided beneath the lake level in two successive steps. The
steps composed of crystalline rocks are covered with a thin
sedimentary layer. This is an indication for their recent subsi
dence beneath the lake level. The margin of the basin is dis
membered by erosion grooves, some of them having a sub
aquatic character and some being related to active fault zones.
Small landslide masses are sometimes observed at the foot of
the scarps.

The structure of the southwestern termination of the Central
Baikal basin is illustrated in profiles 92-7 and 92-12, acquired
by the US Geological Survey in 1992 in preparation of the BOP
93 hole drilling (Fig. 10). The seismic lines show the inner
structure of the Buguldeika and Selenga deltas (PI. 11A, B).
Sediments of the Buguldeika delta lie almost horizontally on top
of the Posolky Bank, with a small NW tilt towards the Primorsky
border fault. In its frontal part, the Buguldeika delta is cut by a
series of faults and downfaulted by 250 metres. The resulting
scarp constitutes the limit between the Posolsky Bank and the
Selenga-Chivyrkui graben. In the Selenga delta, the seismic
reflexions are inclined towards the central part of the basin and
minor normal faults also deform its frontal part. The two deltas
are therefore separated by the Selenga-Chivyrkui graben. The
upper depositional sequence of this graben is obviously
younger than most of the deltaic sediments.

The northeastern termination of the Central Baikal basin is
not covered by single-channel seismic profiling. The structure
of this area has been interpreted by HUTCHINSON at al., (1992)
and discussed also by LOGATCHEV (1993) on the basis of the
1989 multi-channel seismic line B8 acquired jointly by the
Institutes of Oceanology RAS and Limnology SB RAS and
Woods Hole.

The following discussion is based on profile 89 of the same
1989 multi-channel survey (HUTCHINSON at aI., 1993). This line
was shot from the southwestern termination of the Northern
Baikal basin to the northeastern termination of the Central
Baikal basin, crossing the Academician ridge (Fig. 1B). In the
northwestern part of the profile (PI. 12), a depositional
sequence, a few hundred metres thick with well-defined sub
parallel reflections, covers the northern basin and the crys
talline rocks of the Academician ridge. The southeastern slope
of the ridge is bounded by normal faults, along which crys
talline rocks are in direct contact with the Cenozoic sediments
of the Selenga-Chivyrkui graben. The southeastern margin of
this graben is also controlled by normal faults. The Selenga
Chivyrkui graben is the most depressed part of the Central
Baikal basin.

2.3. NORTH BAIKAL BASIN

Seismic profiles where acquired in the North Baikal basin
during several surveys realised by different teams: in 1977
1982 (Fig. 1A), in 1990-1992 (Fig. 1C) and finally in 1989 and
1992 (FigD). As already mentioned, the seismic lines of the
first investigations in 1977-1982 are of poor quality. The North
Baikal profiles of the 1989 and 1992 survey shot for the Institute
of Oceanology RAS, Limnological Institute SB RAS and the US
Geological Survey were not available to us. Therefore the North
Baikal basin is described according to the interpretation of the
1991 profiles acquired by the UIGGM and the Earth's Crust
Institute.
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In the North Baikal basin the Jines were oosmooec across
and along the strike 01the ba sin. The profiles are all characte
nzeo by hig hly continuous subhor izootal seismic layers. Rare
ruptures are observed in the middle pa rt of the basin while the
margina l parts are more deformed . The major active faults
known cosrore can be traced on 1M seismic profiles. They
ob liQuely cross the basin Irom one side 10 the other. II is not
possible 10present all me setsrmc profiles ecounec in the North
Baikal Basin. Three profiles have been selected et the very
north of me basin: profiles HS. H6 and H7 (Fig . 1C) . The results
of their interpretation are g,ven in Plate 13 Marked subhorizon
tal seismic hor izons are cui by faults of variable inclination,
someof them being of reverse type . Lines HS and H7 a-e the
rrcst rvocat The dislocations observed in tre axial part of the
bes o can be assoc iated to the major fault zones wtlich c ross
rne cesn obliquely from one side 10 another. Listric faults are
often associated to !hem. A ser ies 01p lanar faults also aeects
the upper depositiona l sequence. but tIley do not deeply
penetrate il"1to the sed iments . In general, the tectcoc style ol
the North Baikal basin, radically d iffers from that 01 the South
and Central Baikal bas ins. This mighl reflect different histories
of tectonic evo ctcn

3. - OETAILED STRUCT\JRAL MAPPING ALONG
THE LAKE BAIKAL SHORES

In parallel Wi th the seismic stud ies of lake Baikal, the
lnsutute of the Earth 's Crust SB RAS pe rformed investigations

along its Shores , to study active faults on land , Field tectonic
invest igation s were done along the per imeter of the lake nseit
and also in key areas like Priolkhonye. Olkhoo Island and
Svyato i Nos Peninsula. A brie f description of the results is given
below.

3.1. PRIOLKHONYE AND OLKHON ISLAND

Pnolkhonye and Olkhon Island are large elOngated tectonic
blocks forming rne wes tern shou lder of the Cen tral Baikal
bas in. They are tilted to the northwest and are Iow-ered With
respect to me adjacent Pnmorsky rift shoulder by 500 10 700
metres , They appear as a large tectonic step between ire
Pnmorsky ridge and Lake Baikal, forming both the footwall ol
the Olkhon lault and the hangingwall of the PrimorSky fault The
Primorsky faul t is a leading Cenozoic structural element in
Cen tral Baikal The width of ire dislocation zone in the errs
teuoe basement is aoon 4 km. The fault zone itse lf is
expressed by a narrow va lley-g raben in the relief of Priolkhonye
(Fig. 2). Til e Primorsky fault is dominantly a normal fau ll, With a
minor strike-slip conoorent. either dextral (SHERMAN, 1977) or
sinistral (LEVI. 1980). New microstructural data and kinematic
analysis along the Sarma valley, confirmed the presence of a
limited siniSlral component. The tilt ing of the Priolkhon and
Olkhon blocks suggests that ire Pnmor sky faiJlt is a crusta l
scae listric fault (PlESl'ANOV & ROMAZINA. 198 1). It srocio be
mentioned thaI listric teons are typical in the recent tectonic
suuctcre of Priolkhonye, Olkhon Island an d Small Sea. They are
arch-shaped in plan view, With a preponderant norma l move-
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ment in the cen tral part of the fault and a marked strike-slip
component at the taurt extremities (Fig. 2).

The Priolkhonye and QlkhQn blocks are separated from the
Central Baikal basin by the Okhon fault. The latter branches
[rom the Primorsky fault at the Bugu ldeika River mouth. south
wes t of Figure 2. The analysis of offshore seismic lines in com
bination with field structural data suggests that the underwater
Academician ridge forms, together with the Priolkhonye and
onrcn bocks. a major diagonal mterbasmal link, separating
the Central and North Baika l basins (Olkhon-Academic ian
Accommodation Zone l . This interbasinal link is dissected by a
series of transverse fau lts. Two of them are onshore and the
othe rs are ob served on seismic profiles. Transver se faults are
we ll expressed in the land rraphology by the valley of the
Anga River and OlkhOn Gate (Fig , 2).

The com p lex pattern of active faults in Priolkhonye. Olkhon
Island and PrIffiO(Sky ridge caused the d islocation 01the base
ment in lenticu lar blocks of different size and has a pronounce d
effec t 00 the sesmc activity of this region.

32, SVYATOI NOS PENINSULA AND CHIVYRKUI BAY

The sweto Nos (Holy Nose) pen insula is connected to the
land by an isthmus conposeo of Quaternary sands (Fig . 3). It
is a large basement norst. situa ted near the northeastern ter
rnmanon 01the Centra) Baikal basi n and is par t of the OlkhOn
Academicia n Accommod ation Zone. It is framed to the north
west by the terminalion of the Central Baikal basin, and to the
southeast, by the graben lying under the Barguzin and
Chivyrkui bays The peninsula is tec tonically limited from all
sides. mostly by normal or strike-slip faults The internal struc
ture of the Chivyrkui graoen is similar to that of the Small Sea ,
usnc faults a-ewidespread in bo th sides of the Chivyrkui bay.
The small islands 01 the Chivyrkui bay are of tectonic orig in.
The SvyatOi Nos peninsula itself is divided by faults into four
seg ments. the eastern one be ing doYm faulted along a system
of orthOgonalfautTs. Several hydro thermal springs are located
aklng the major active faults.
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Map of active faults 01 Svyatoi Nos pen,nsuIa (see oolatiOOS on F,g....e 2).

cere des fatlles aet!~ de Ia peninsuIe de SvyalorNos (lIOIf Iegen<1e de Ia Figr.Jfe 2).
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4. - MAP OF ACTIVE FAULTS OF THE BAIKAL
DEPRESSION AND ADJACENT TERRITORIES

In the Baikal depression and adjacent territories
(Pribaikalye) , active faults refer to those faults with evidence of
Pliocene-Pleistocene activity. The active faults were mapped
along the lake shores by structural field investigations with the
help of 1:1 000 000 Russian satellite images, In the lake, they
were interpreted from offshore seismic investigations. The com
plete structural interpretation of Pribaikalye area is shown in
Figure 4 and a synthesis is presented in Figure 5. The density
of active faults per unit area is maximum in the Baikal basin
itself. However, it should be remembered that within the Baikal
basin, the faults are observed in the sedimentary section, and
not all of them originate from tectonic deformations. Some of
them might be synsedimentary, thus not related to active tec
tonics.

The synthetic map (Fig. 5) allows to define the main struc
tural elements of the Baikal rift basin and adjacent territories.
The major fault zones active during the Pliocene-Pleistocene,
like the Main Sayan, Tunka, Obrutchev, Primorsky, Barguzin ..
fault zones, control the structural development of the Baikal rift
zone during the Late Cenozoic. At first sight, the Baikal basin is
divided into two large basins: the North Baikal basin and a
complex southern depression (A & B in Figure 6), separated by
the interbasinal link formed by the Olkhon Island, underwater
Academician ridge and Sviatoy Nos peninsula. After a more
detailed examination of the tectonic structure in the seismic
profiles, the southern part of the Baikal depression is more
accurately subdivided into two basins of smaller size: the
Central - and South Baikal basins, separated by the Posolsky
Bank (Fig. 6). They are internally inhomogeneous and consist
of more smaller depressions, with different styles of tectonic
development and sedimentation.

4.1. SOUTH BAIKAL BASIN

The South Baikal basin is subdivided into two depressions:
the Kultuk and Mishikhin grabens (Fig. 6).

The Kultuk depression is limited by the Obrutchev fault on
the north, by the Main Sayan fault on the west, by the Angara
fault on the east, and on the south by the system of active faults
known as Chersky fault. This tectonic block, diamond-shaped
in plan, is remarkable for the intensive development of folded
deformations in the Cenozoic sediments, as it is shown in Plate
1, and for the great number of tectonic dislocations (Fig. 5).
The latter was studied within the Obrutchev oblique-slip fault
zone, and in the Miocene and Pliocene-Quaternary deposits
along the Chersky fault zone. The main interest is that the

sedimentary section in the inner part of the depression is
generally not faulted, and the folds in the sediments probably
originated from sinistral strike-slip movements in the basement.

The Mishikhin depression is limited by the Angara fault on
the western side, by the underwater prolongation of the
Obrutchev oblique-slip fault on the northern side, and by the
Chersky fault on the south. This depression is characterized by
a small-block structure, already described in profile 17 (PI. 2).
Here, folds are almost absent and the sediments lie subhori
zontally. It is difficult to determine the age of the ruptures,
because the deep geometry of the basin is poorly known. It is
only known that the crystalline basement lies at a depth of more
than 8 km beneath the lake (SELEZNYEV, 1994). The faults in the
Mishikhin depression are subparallel to its sides, but they con
verge eastwards in a narrow tectonic zone. The latter turns in a
northeastern direction at the transition to the Central Baikal
basin.

The Angara fault had an important role in the structural
development of this depression. The latter is supposed to be
an ancient PreCenozoic dislocation, activated during rifting.
During the Cenozoic, it was reactivated by oblique reverse
dextral movements. There were no considerable tectonic
movements along the fault, despite its great length. It can be
traced along the Angara River valley from a Irkutsk area to the
opposite side of the lake (Trans-Baikal area), as far as the
Gusinoiozosk depression (see Fig. 5). In Lake Baikal, it proba
bly acted as a tectonic boundary between the Kultuk and
Mishikhin depressions, and is responsible for their difference in
tectonic style. Its importance in the kinematics of the Baikal
basin opening has already been shown by BALLA et al. (1991).

4.2. CENTRAL BAIKAL BASIN

At least five structural elements are clearly distinguished in
the Central Baikal basin (Fig. 6): the Selenga-Chivyrkui graben,
the horst of Posolskaya bank, the Priolkhon graben with the
Buguldeika Corridor, and the Svyatoi Nos uplift (the southwest
ern part of the Priolkhon graben is generally known as the
Buguldeika Corridor). The Priolkhon and Selenga-Chivyrkui
grabens form the major structure of the Central Baikal basin
(Fig. 5-6). They are parallel to each other, and already
described in detail along Profiles 28 (PI. 10) and B9 (PI. 12).
They differ in the extent of activity at the present stage of their
evolution.

The Priolkhon graben is a narrow elongated structural ele
ment situated along the NW side of the Central Baikal basin.
The morphological expression of this graben in the lake floor
varies along strike. In Profiles H4 and 28 (PI. 10), it is a full
graben, while in Profiles 18 and 19 (PI. 3-4), it is a simple tec
tonic step. In many parts, the graben is crossed by transverse
fault zones trending NW and E-W. These faults are mostly

FIGURE 4

Map of active faults of the Baikal basinand adjacent territories, prepared using seismicprofiles, field structural observations, airphotos and satellite
images: 1 - active faultswith the assessed thicknesses of zones of tectonic dislocation: 2 - normal faults; 3 - strike-slip faults;

4 - faultswith an unknown type of movements; 5 - inferred active faults; 6 - Lake Baikal.
Carte des failles actives du bassin du Baikal et des environs etobt«: apartir de profils sismiques, d'observations de terrain, de photos aonormes et

d'images satellites: 1 - failles actives avec t'epeisseur ostitnee des terrains distooues , 2 - failles normales : 3 - decrocnemems "
4 - failles a oeptecement indetermine " 5 - failles actives supposeee " 6 - Lac Baikal.
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strike-slip or oblique-slip faults Northwards, the Priolkhon
graben is separated from the Selenga-Chivyrkui graben by a
system of longitudinal horsts which join each other in tectonic
steps, This is well expressed offshore in the seismic profiles H2,
H3, and 28, in lake bottom morphology by the Posolsky Bank
and on-land by the Svyatoi Nos peninsula.

The Posolsky bank horst plays an important role in the evo
lution of the junction between the South- and Central-Baikal
basins, adjacent to the Selenga River delta. It was directly stu
died with the help of the Pisces inhabited submarine
(ZONENSHAIN at el., 1995). Diving operations, supplemented by
palynological analysis, showed the presence of Miocene sedi
ments at 800 metres depth, in the lower part of the underwater
scarp. These sediments appear in a fault zone, that can be
traced to the top of the bank. This indicates that the horsts
uplift probably started during the Pliocene. The horst of the
Posolsky Bank is substantially younger than the formations of
the Selenga River delta (LoGATCHEV, 1993). Since there is a lim
ited penetration of subaerial delta deposits from the Selenga
River into the Buguldeika Corridor, it is inferred that the
Posolsky Bank had a pronounced effect on the development of
the Buguldeika Corridor during the Pliocene-Quaternary.
Morphologically, the uplift related to the Posolsky Bank is
expressed towards the northeast up to the latitude of the Anga
River mouth. Further in the same direction, it corresponds to
the tectonic step which forms the boundary between the
Priolkhon and Selenga-Chivyrkui grabens.

The Selenga-Chivyrkui graben is the main structural element
of the Baikal basin at its present stage of evolution. It originates
from the Selenga River delta to the southwest and terminates to
the northeast in the Chivyrkui bay. As for the Priolkhon graben,
it is affected by a series of transverse faults, often oblique-slip
(e.q. profile 25, PI. 9). The Selenga-Chivyrkui graben is
characterized by a high seismic activity. During the last centu
ry, at least 5-6 strong shocks occurred in this area, In winter
1892, a strong earthquake caused a part of the Selenga delta
along with several villages to subside under the water, forming
the Proval trough,

In 1992-1993 the trace of the boundary fault of this structure
was examined. Minor joint systems were measured in loose
sand and clays, for the reconstruction of the tectonic stress
associated to that earthquake, The earthquakes of the
Selenga-Chivyrkui graben are often characterized by surperfi
cial seismotectonic manifestations, like mud volcanoes (1959
Central Baikal earthquake: RUBTsov et el., 1960) and others. In
addition, oil spills can be observed on the lake surface in the
Selenga River delta (LAMAKIN, 1968), The Selenga-Chivyrkui
graben seems therefore to be the most interesting object for
the study of active tectonics in Central Baikal.

The Olkhon-Academician interbasinal high, formed by the
Olkhon Island and underwater Academician ridge, is the

largest structural element of the entire Baikal basin. Together
with the Sviatoy Nos peninsula, it forms a natural barrier
between the Central - and North Baikal basins (Fig. 5). The
Olkhon-Academician interbasinal high is covered by a thin
layer of Cenozoic sediments both in its onshore and underwa
ter parts (Profile B9, PI. 12). In the Olkhon Island, Cenozoic
sediments fill small depressions on the northwestern slope. But
the outcropping sections are discontinuous and it is not clear
whether all the stratigraphic units which characterize the Baikal
rift basin are present Judging from the results of seismostrati
graphic investigations of the underwater Academician ridge,
the thickness of the Cenozoic does not exceed 300 metres.
Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene sediments are expected to
be the main constituents. This indicates that the ridge has
recently subsided beneath the level of the lake. The small
sedimentary thickness may also testify to its repeated subsi
dence and uplift in the Miocene-Pleistocene.

From the NW and SE, all this intrabasinal high is limited by
active fault systems. The total amplitude of movement along
the Academichesky and Olkhon faults, along the SE side of the
underwater Academician ridge and Olkhon Island is of several
kilometres, On the NW side of the ridge, the amplitude of tec
tonic movements are much less and distributed on a series of
small ruptures, In addition, the faults which delimit the intra
basinal high are branching to the Primorsky fault in
the Buguldeika River mouth, The intrabasinal high is itself
dissected by transverse faults of sublatitudinal and northwest
ern strike, most of them being oblique-slip. The Barguzin ridge
is an onshore extension of the intrabasinal high of the Olkhon
Island and of the Academician ridge on the eastern side of the
North Baikal basin.

43. NORTH BAIKAL BASIN

The North Baikal basin consists actually of at least three
separate depressions: Maloe More-Ezovsky, Kedrovoi
Tompudinsk and Rel-Kitchera (Fig, 6). As it has already been
mentioned, the internal part of the depressions is structurally
quiet, and intense deformations occur only in the marginal
parts of the basins.

The Maloe More-Ezovsky depression extends obliquely
from the Small sea (Maloe More in Russian), to the eastern
shore of Lake Baikal, and is flanking the Olkhon-Academician
intrabasinal to the west (Fig. 6), It is bordered on both north
west and southeast sides by major faults which branch to the
Primorsky fault zone in the western extremity of the Small Sea
(Mukhor bay). The southwestern side of this depression is
better known in the Small sea, where it appears intensely
dissected by faults (Fig. 2). Listric faults are frequent in the

FIGURE 5
Map of main active tectonic elements of the Baikal basin and adjacent territories: 1 - active faults with the assessed thickness of zones of tectonic

dislocation; 2 - normal faults; 3 - strike-slip faults; 4 - faults with an unstated type of movements; 5 - Cenozoic volcanics; 6 - blocks, subsided at their
maximum beneath the lake level; 7 blocks of an intermediate step; 8 - underwater uplifts of interbasinal high; 9 - accumulative fields of dry-valley

rift basins; 10 - Pre-Cenozoic basement.

Carte des principaux elements tectoniques actits du bassin du Baikal et des terrains environnants: 1 - failles actives avec t'epeisseur estimee des
terrains dislooues , 2 - failles normales ; 3 - decrochemeots ; 4 - failles a type de deptecemern indctermine ; 5 - volcanites cenozoiques ; 6 - blocs
etiondres au maximum sous Ie niveau du lac; 7 - blocs a un niveau intertnedieire ; 8 - soulevemetns subaquatiques de haut-fond interbasinal ; 9 -

aires d'accumulation des tosses de vellee seche , 10 - socle ente-cenozoique.
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FIGURE 6

General struc ture of the Baikal basin : A - South Baikal basin; B - North Baikal basin: 1 - Kultuk depression; 2 - MishiKhin dep ression;
3 - 5elenga-Chivyrkui grabe n; 3A - Selenqa River delta : 4 - Horst of Posctskv bank; 5 - Priolkhon graben : SA • Buguldeika Corridor graben;

6 - Svyatci Nos (Holy Nose) uplift: 7 - Horst of underwater Academician ridge; 8 - Melee Mcre-Ezovsky depression:
9 - Kedrovoi-Tompudin depression: 10 - Rel-Kitchera depression.

margins 01 the Small Sea The most depressed part at the
Malee Mc re-Ezovsky depression is adjacent to the NW slope of
the underwater Academician ridge, The Malee More-Ezovsky
depression is seismically inactive, as is the whole Nor th Baikal
bas in , except along the no rthwestern slope at the Academician
ridge and along the eastern margin ot lake Baikal , where weak
earthquakes have occur red .

The Kedrovoi-Tompudi nsk depression is situated nor thward
of that of the Malee More-Ezovsky (Fig , 6), and is separated
from it by another major fault zone. The sedimentary section is

only faulted at the margins of the depression and on its scum 
wes tern and northeastern terminations (Fig . 5). The top of the
basement under the Kedrovoi-Tompudinsk depression is in a
lower position than the adjacent blocks. The whole sedimenta
ry section is deformed above the tectonic bo undaries of this
block . The depr ession itself is not seismically ac tive. except
along the eastern margi n of Lake Baikal.

The Ret-Kitchera depression is the northernmost sub -bas in
of the Baikal depression (Fig. 6) . It is fault bo unded along prac
tically all its sides (Fig. 5). Its central part is even disse cted into
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Statistical distribution of heat flow measurements (A) and cumulative-frequency curve of heat flow measurements
(B) within the Baikal region, using the complete data set

Distribution (A) et courbe de trecuence cumulee (B) des mesures de flux de chaleur dans la region du Baikal, apartir de I'ensemble des mesures.

q = Heat flow (mW/m2 ) , N = Number of measurements, % = Cumulative percentage of measurements.

two small subparallel grabens (Profiles H5, H6, H7; PI. 13).
Oblique-slip faults trending NW and NE have a dominant role in
the structure of the depression. From all the three depressions
of the North Baikal basin, the Rel-Kitchera is the only one which
is seismically active.

5. - ACTIVE FAULTS AND HEAT FLOW ANOMALIES
IN THE BAIKAL BASIN

The role of deep mantle heat flow is of great importance in
the initiation and evolution of rift zones. Therefore, geothermal
fields are of major interest. This is also the case for the Baikal
rift (GOLUBEV, 1982; LYSAK, 1988, 1995). Deep heat flow may
reach the surface through the lithosphere by both conductive
and convective processes. Conduction is not affected by litho
spheric discontinuities, whereas convection is strongly influ
enced by the presence of active faults. In consequence, the
role of the active faults in the Baikal depression are examined
here in spatial relation to the geothermal anomalies.

The total of geothermal measurements in Lake Baikal large
ly exceeds 400. They were made according to a more or less
regular network. Heat flow values (q) in the Baikal basin vary
from 20 to 480 mW/m 2 with an average of 76±52 mW/m 2 and a
non-normal distribution (Fig. 7A) By comparison, the average
density of heat flow (q) in the adjacent territories is 66.7±45.4
mW/m 2 , with a mean value (qm) of 57 mW/m 2 Such statistical

distribution and the large mean square deviations do not allow
the use of the average values (q) for the cartography of the
spatial distribution of geothermal anomalies. We cannot
exclude that the available data set combines the measure
ments related to two or more populations. If we assume that
part of the q values is related only to conductive heat flow, and
the rest, to both conductive and convective heat flow, then the
q values can logically be divided into its components.

For the statistical division we plotted a cumulative-frequen
cy curve (Fig. 7B), which shows that q belongs to two general
sets, evidenced by a sharp bend of the curve within q = 100
150 mW/m 2 . On this basis, all the data set was divided into two
sets: one with q values less than 100 mW/m 2 and the other, with
q values exceeding 100 mW/m 2 . After separation into two sets,
a curve of the distribution of heat flow values S 100mW/m2 (Fig.
8A) and a cumulative-frequency curve (Fig. 8B) were again
plotted. It appears that the majority of q values display a nor
mal distribution, with insignificant difference between the ave
rages q (56±18 mW/m 2) and qm (which is 55 mW/m 2), and a
cumulative-frequency curve without any sharp bendings. This
testifies an internal homogeneity of the two populations.

Two maps were prepared for the structural analysis of the
geothermal field in relation to the active tectonics (Fig. 9, 10).
As the observation network is highly heterogeneous, the data
are homogenized by Kriging. Isolines of heat flow values are
computed by matrix averaging. The first map (Fig. 9) is
obtained using a neighbourhood of 75 km radius and includes
heat flow measurements of both the Baikal basin and the adja
cent territories, in which q do not exceed 100 mW/m 2. This map
slightly differs from the one published by LYSAK (1995), mainly
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Map of tberrnoacnve faults in the Baikal reg ion:
1 • Ihermoactive faults; 2 - a • points wi rather high

values 0 nea low (q > 100 mWW). b· ydrotharmal
sp Ings . 3-7- ea flow values ' m W. averaged

usi05l a ne 'ghbourhood of 75 km radius: 3 - < 40
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Carte des failles tnetmoscuves de la region du Baikal :
I . failles thermoactives : 2 . a . points presentanl una

intensile de flux de chaleur plut6t alevee
(Q> 100 mW/rrl). b - sources hydrothermales :

3 -7 intensi;es de flux de chaleur en mW/rrl ussees en
utilisant un voisinage de 75 kin de rayon.
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as a consequence of the poor data coverage in the Siberian
Pia form. west of the North Baikal basin. The second map (Fig.
10) shows t e relation be veen ab ormally high heat low val
ues (exceedi g 100 mWI 2). active auns and ydro ermaI
springs.

The map of background heat flow (Fig. 9) does not show
any prominent relationship between heat flow anomalies and
active tectonic structures. Only a general relationship between
heat flow highs and he regions of hig topographic relief can
be evidenced in Eas Sayan and Northeas Baikal. This sug
gests tha the struc ure of he geothe mal fie d. as evide ced
by e averaged "nor a'" heat II val es ( ess han 100- 50
mW/m'l). resul s from cond ctive ea flow in e Ii hosphe e
beneath Ihe Baikal Ri t Zone.

The heat flow anomalies are calculated by subtraction of
"normal" heat flow values (obtained by he averaging of q<loo
mW/m2 accord ing 0 e neig bourhood 0 75 km radius) rom
he comple e da a sa of geothermal meas remen s. When
analyzing the abnormal y ig and 10 values, it appears hat
all of thorn are somehow related to active faull zones mapped
in Figure 4. These anomalies have a typically local character
and probably result from heat convectivily. It is significant that
most fault zones, characterized by Ihe presence of the heat
low anomalies are also con rolling the location of hydrothermal

springs (Fig. 10). Examp es are ound in such hydro ermal
spri gs as F olikha bay. Ko elnikovs y cape. Kha usi cape and
others. sltuateo at the lake bo tom or in the immediate vicinity
of i s coast.
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If the nature of hot fault zones can be explained by deep
heat flow directed towards the surface, then what is the expla
nation for the few anomalies along the active faults but with low
heat flow values? The analysis of the structural situation in the
vicinity of these anomalies shows that they are most generally
conditioned by external factors, such as present-day high rates
of sedimentation (EDGINGTON et ai, 1991), underwater land
slides etc. Such anomalies occur both in the South and North
Baikal basins (Fig. 10)

In summary, active faults not only control the structural
mosaic of individual basins of the Baikal depression, but also
they contribute to the heat flow distribution. This, in turn, is an
important indicator of high asthenospheric and lithospheric
activities beneath the rift zone as a whole.

6 - CONCLUSION

Complex off-shore seismic profiling and field structural
investigations enabled us to detail the sedimentary structure of
the Baikal basin, to trace the main rift faults from one coast to
another, to specify the nature of their movement, to determine
the block structure of the depression and to identify a number
of secondary depressions and uplifts. In parallel, the vast
amount of morphostructural and microstructural data collected
along rift-related faults allow SAN'KOV et al. (1997) to reconstruct
the tectonic stress field related to the development of the Baikal
depression. The data collected for the compilation of the map
of active faults will also allow us refine the kinematics of the
opening of this large intracontinental basin, an earlier model of
which was proposed by BALLA et al. (1991) on the basis of
coastal data only.
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PLATE 5

Seismic Profile H2 in the central part of the South Baikal basin (see Fig. 1C).

Profil sismique H2 dans la partie centrale du Bassin Sud du Baikal.
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PLATE 6

Geological interpretation of seismic Profile H3 (see Fig,1C) in the South Baikal basin: 1 - recent lake sediments; 2 - upper depositional sequence (probably Pleistocene); 3-7 - middle depositional
sequence (probably Late Pliocene); 8 - lower depositional sequence (probably Miocene - Early Pliocene), separated of the middle depositional sequence by a scoured surface;
9 - undeformed middle depositional sequence; 10 - reworked upper depositional sequence; 11 - delta deposits of the Selenga River; 12 - active faults with sense of movement.

Interpretation geologique du profil sismique H3 (voir Fig. 1C) dans Ie Bassin Sud du Baikal: 1 - sediments lacustres recerits ; 2 - sequence de depot superieure (probablement Pleistocene) ,
3-7 sequence de depot moyenne (probablement Pliocene superieur) ; 8 - sequence de depot interieure (probablement Miocene a Pliocene tnterieut}, seperee de la sequence de depot moyenne

par une surface erotiee ; 9 - sequence de depot moyenne non detormee ; 10 - sequence de depot moyenne remenicc ; 11 - depots cettstcuee de la Selenga ;
12 - failles actives avec sens du mouvement
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PLATE 7

Section of seismic Profile H3 (see PI,6 and & 2,1, )

Partie du profit sismioue H3 (voir PI.6 et & 21)
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LINE 28

PRIOLKHON GRABEN

PLATE 10

Seismic Profile 28 in the Central Baikal basin (see Fig 1B).

Profil sismique 28 dans Ie Bassin Central du Baikal.
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PLATE 11

Seismic Profiles 7 and 12 (PI. 11A and 11B respectively) opposite to the Buguldeika River delta - area of BDP-93 borehole (see Fig 10).

Profils sismiques 7 et 12 (PI.11A et liB respectivement) en face du delta de la Buguldeika - secteur du putts BOP 93.
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PLATE 13

Geological interpretation of seismic Profiles H5, H6 and H7 in the North Baikal basin (see Fig. 1C): 1-2 - upper depositional sequence (probably Late
Pleistocene - Holocene): 1 - primarily composed of sand, 2 - primarily composed of clay; 3-5 - lower depositional sequence (probably of Middle - Late

Pleistocene): 3 - primarily composed of clay, 4 - composed of sand and clay, 5 - primarily composed of sand; 6-7 - delta deposits: 6 - lower depositional
sequence, 7 - upper depositional sequence; 8 - detail of the cross-section where reflectors are not correlated; 9 - crystalline rocks of the basement of the

basin; 10 - active faults: a - stated for sure, b - inferred faults; 11 - points of GPS-positioning on the profiles and their numbers.

Interpretation geologique des profils sismiques H5,H6 et H7 du Bassin Nord du Baikal (voir Fig. IC)' 1-2 - sequence de depot supetieure (probablement
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Pleistocene superieur aHolocene). 1 - essentiellement composee de sable, 2 - essentiellement composee d'argile ; 3-5 - sequence de depot
inieneure (probablement Pleistocene moyen asuperieur) : 3 - essentiellement composee d'argile, 4 - composee de sable et d'argile,

5 - essentiellement composee de sable; 6-7 - depots deltaiques, 6 - sequence de depot intetieure. 7 - sequence de depot superieore ;
8 - imervelios ou les retlecteurs ne sont pas corteles ; 9 - roches cristallines du socle ; 10 - failles actives: a - certeiries, b - supposees ;

11- points de positionnement GPS sur les profils
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